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Please reference the following information as our required submission of the second quarterly 
report for 2022. Through engagement with our cluster members, we were able to aid in the 
capital generation, creation of new jobs, facilitate partnerships, and other accomplishments 
aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. As you review the included information, please reach out 
with any questions or requests for additional clarification. 

Please note the following summary of metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable. 

UAMMI Key Metrics 
UAMMI SBA RIC Q2 2022 Key Metrics  
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships  14 

Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster and support 
industries  10 
Growth in the number of small business starts in the cluster area  4 
Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster (grants, 
contracts, loans, and investments from public and private sources)  $113,553.00 
Growth in job creation of small businesses  26 
Growth in new products, services, or business lines  6 
Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or other 
technical assistance  47 
Growth in the creation of new business, employment, or new business opportunities 
in emerging markets  6 
Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services provided by 
the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events, matchmaking 
opportunities, and other convening activities  100 
Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants in the 
cluster, as well as the number of new technologies licensed  6 

Figure 1: UAMMI SBA RIC Q2 2022 Key Metrics 

Utah’s Governor’s Lunch 

UAMMI connected several of Utah’s aerospace and defense companies to an intimate luncheon 
to discuss the future of our industry with Utah’s Governor, Spencer Cox, at the historic 
Governor’s Mansion.  

Attendees: 

Introduction 

Activities & Events 
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• Utah Businesses in attendance: 
o Northrop Grumman, Andy Pierucci -i5 Software, Alan Davis - Albany 

International Corp., Steven Sperry - Electric Power Systems, Inc., Nathan 
Millecam - KIHOMAC, Adam Grimm - Catack-H, Hendrik Neuhaus TCR 
Composites, Scott Lindsay  

• UAMMI, Tulinda Larsen  
• Utah Governor's Office of Economic Opportunity 

o Lance Soffe, Kori Ann Edwards, Dan Hemmert, Ben Hart, & Utah’s Governor, 
Spencer Cox 

This was an important event to be part of it as it allowed our Cluster Members to have a voice at 
a table with key decisionmakers in Government. As the advanced manufacturing sector 
continues to grow in our state, these types of meeting become more critical than ever. By direct 
interaction between these groups, we can continue to ensure that our Cluster operates together 
with a common focus.  

 
Figure 2: Roundtable Discuss with Utah Governor Cox (center) 
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IACMI 

The Institute for Advanced 
Composites Manufacturing 
Innovation (IACMI) summer 
meeting was held in 
partnership with UAMMI and 
brought industry experts in 
composites to Salt Lake City, 
Utah. It was held Jun 28-30, 
2022, bringing together 
industry, academic, and 
defense community members 
to educate, exhibit, and 
promote the interchange of 
ideas and experiences, with the 
goal of actionable opportunities 
for UAMMI’s Cluster Member. 

UAMMI and IACMI convened 
some of the leading experts in 
advanced materials and 
manufacturing including members 
from aerospace and defense, 
advanced manufacturing, additive 
manufacturing, and suppliers in 
supporting roles. Members from the 
UTAH-MEP, Go Utah, and other 
community non-profits joined to 
showcase Utah’s network of 
partners poised to assist SBA-RIC 
cohort members. The event was a 
huge success with more than 120 
attendees, 7+ exhibitors and 
sponsors, and a speakers lineup 
representing top defense programs 
and industry stakeholders. Our small 

Figure 3: IACMI 2022 Conference 

Figure 4: IACMI Networking 
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business Cluster 
Members had an 
incredible 
opportunity for 
education, 
partnering, 
exposure, and 
engagement. 

Additionally, this 
event increased 
revenue for local 
businesses 
through hotel 
stays, signs, and 
marketing 
material expenses, 
food and entertainment, etc. UAMMI gained exposure and media coverage through our 
partnership with IACMI helping this event become one of the most widely distributed, most 
attended, and filled with the most engaged client base. 

Exhibitors set up during the event for attendees to visit and network with. This curated group 
offered programs and services to assist Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing industry. 
Through these relationships and the promotion of UAMMI’s programs, dozens of leads were 
developed for programs such as RAMP, the Supplier Diversity Certification Mentorship 
Program, business insurance, cluster member partnerships, growth of the CONNEX 
manufacturing database, and many other relationships which meet the exact goals of the SBA-
RIC contract. UAMMI is very excited about the success and tangible results of this event and 
believe this is the type of activity that will serve Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing 
community for years to come. 

  

Figure 5: IACMI demonstrations by Davis Tech Students 
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UAMMI Price Office Opening  

UAMMI is pleased to announce the opening of our location in Price, Utah. On June 2nd we 
officially cut the ribbon and hosted a group of small business cluster members, associated 
industry members, government officials, and members of the community. This event offered a 
networking opportunity in rural Utah and exposure to key government and industry 
professionals. 

UAMMI will use the Price office for outreach to manufacturers in eastern and southeastern Utah 
and plans to offer monthly workshops to introduce manufacturers in the regions to opportunities 
to grow their business, find and retain workers, and learn about new technologies. 

Some of the workshops will include: 

• Manufacturing Workforce Development Programs to Find and Keep Workers 
• History and Future Composites: Composites 101 
• Future of Coal Being Used for Carbon Fiber 
• Information Sessions 
• Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing) For Prototyping 
• Introduction to Industry 4.0: Automation & Advanced Manufacturing 
• Grant Funding Strategies for Manufacturing 

The Price office address is 375 South Carbon Avenue Price, UT 84501. 

Figure 6: Price Open House 
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UAMMI/WTC Step Grant Webinar 

In partnership with the World 
Trade Center Utah, UAMMI 
hosted a grant webinar attended 
by 29 companies and 37 
individuals. The World Trade 
Center Utah has $1 million from 
SBA to support State Trade 
Expansion Program (STEP), 
which are grants for companies 
to export and attend 
international meetings. Also 
discuss other grants, such as the 
CIBER program to support trade 
shows and trade missions. 

Companies heard from the SBA, 
World Trade Center Utah, and 
Utah companies that have used 
these programs to expand 
exports. In addition, they learned 
about the Rural Business 
Development Grant program 
where companies in rural Utah 
can get support. 

Speakers: 

• Tulinda Larsen – 
Executive Director at UAMMI 

• David Carlebach – COO, MD International Programs at World Trade Center Utah 
• Nicole A. Striano (Sherwood) – Utah – STEP Project Director at World Trade Center 
• Jib Hunt – CEO & Owner at kemper-snowboards.com 

Please see the following link to our Step Grant Video: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/_XPIfspAV4C3k1KY5pHEw0_1Rgfb6NcuA4uWwqVCO4G
YBumIE7ljZ_W0H9Vg53d0NGQw2Vi7efng6jzF.4wOw2mcz6hzAftDL?startTime=165273122
1000&_x_zm_rtaid=CGrUaXZ-
ScmJJoq_k2iPHQ.1657124937745.81d5b6cfde37a7320dda1186d74788d9&_x_zm_rhtaid=728  

Figure 7: UAMMI Grant Webinar flier 

https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/_XPIfspAV4C3k1KY5pHEw0_1Rgfb6NcuA4uWwqVCO4GYBumIE7ljZ_W0H9Vg53d0NGQw2Vi7efng6jzF.4wOw2mcz6hzAftDL?startTime=1652731221000&_x_zm_rtaid=CGrUaXZ-ScmJJoq_k2iPHQ.1657124937745.81d5b6cfde37a7320dda1186d74788d9&_x_zm_rhtaid=728
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/_XPIfspAV4C3k1KY5pHEw0_1Rgfb6NcuA4uWwqVCO4GYBumIE7ljZ_W0H9Vg53d0NGQw2Vi7efng6jzF.4wOw2mcz6hzAftDL?startTime=1652731221000&_x_zm_rtaid=CGrUaXZ-ScmJJoq_k2iPHQ.1657124937745.81d5b6cfde37a7320dda1186d74788d9&_x_zm_rhtaid=728
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/_XPIfspAV4C3k1KY5pHEw0_1Rgfb6NcuA4uWwqVCO4GYBumIE7ljZ_W0H9Vg53d0NGQw2Vi7efng6jzF.4wOw2mcz6hzAftDL?startTime=1652731221000&_x_zm_rtaid=CGrUaXZ-ScmJJoq_k2iPHQ.1657124937745.81d5b6cfde37a7320dda1186d74788d9&_x_zm_rhtaid=728
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/_XPIfspAV4C3k1KY5pHEw0_1Rgfb6NcuA4uWwqVCO4GYBumIE7ljZ_W0H9Vg53d0NGQw2Vi7efng6jzF.4wOw2mcz6hzAftDL?startTime=1652731221000&_x_zm_rtaid=CGrUaXZ-ScmJJoq_k2iPHQ.1657124937745.81d5b6cfde37a7320dda1186d74788d9&_x_zm_rhtaid=728
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Economic Challenges and Opportunities in Utah’s Coal Country 

Representatives from our associated industry member, The University of Utah, published a 
powerful study outlining economic challenge in our Cluster’s rural areas. This study highlighted 
one of our small business cluster members and helped show the importance of the work we do to 
help grow these rural areas. 

Through the information in this study, we can plan and target our assistance with Carbon and 
Emery County. Please see the following link for a full copy of the study: 

https://gardner.utah.edu/wp-content/uploads/CC-BrightFutures-May2022.pdf?x71849  

JEC Paris 

UAMMI helped four 
Cluster Member 
(Conductive Composites, 
ACT Aerospace, ADEK 
Defense & HyperComp) 
receive SBA STEP grants 
to attend the Journals and 
Exhibitions on Composites 
(JEC Expo) in Paris, 
France. In the video 
provided though the link 
below, each of the 
companies explain how 
important the JEC Expo is 
to their business and how 
important the SBA STEP 
grants are in facilitating 
the company’s 
participation.  

UAMMI also attended and 
was part of the Utah 
World Trade Center booth 
in the United States 
pavilion.  

Figure 8: JEC World Composites Show 

https://gardner.utah.edu/wp-content/uploads/CC-BrightFutures-May2022.pdf?x71849
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Prior to the show UAMMI created a white paper on the need for Carbon Fiber recycling in Utah 
and met with several international companies leading in recycling. The goal is to create a 
recycling solution for our carbon fiber composites companies. 

Press coverage by JEC Magazine:  

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/davidccarlebach_jec-composites-magazine-activity-
6946180510498922496-FsGk?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=ios_app 

Defense Manufacturing Research Symposium 

A research defense symposium was held on 20 April 2022. UAMMI worked with the UDMC 
National Advisors, including America Makes, IACMI, and Idaho National Labs, to hold sessions 
with AFRL and Utah’s research community, to learn about projects and capabilities. The session 
was held with Utah’s research institutions and industry to highlight defense manufacturing 
research projects and capabilities. 

Research institutions from across Utah state were requested to complete information in 
CONNEX for project information in the areas of defense manufacturing. Information was then 
gathered and evaluated based on: 

• ABET accredited university (Space Dynamics is affiliated with USU thus met this 
criteria) 

• Institution previously performed defense manufacturing research 
• Novelty and potential impact to defense manufacturing 

Ten research projects were submitted and down selected to six representing three universities 
(BYU, Utah, USU). 

UAMMI invited industry cluster members and funding organizations from around the nation 
including but not limited to: Northrup Grumman, Idaho National Labs, America Makes, ARFL, 
Dustless Technologies, Go Utah, and Kori Ann Edwards Managing Director at Utah Governor's 
Office of Economic Opportunity. In all there were 101 participants attending the three-hour 
webinar.  

Each institution provided an overview of the general capabilities and projects for the university 
for visibility to the attendees. Then, the selected individuals presented their research projects. 
Presentations (both video and slides) were uploaded to the Utah Defense manufacturing website 
for public consumption.  

Besides showcasing the research done in Utah this event was targeting the creation of 
connections between industry or funding agencies and Utah researchers. Participants contact 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/davidccarlebach_jec-composites-magazine-activity-6946180510498922496-FsGk?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=ios_app
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/davidccarlebach_jec-composites-magazine-activity-6946180510498922496-FsGk?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=ios_app
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information was exchanged to facilitate connection. As a direct result from the symposium four 
of the six researchers were contacted for potential collaborations.  

Resulting Connections 

• Before the event was even completed, Dustless Technologies connected with Dr. Miles, 
Brigham Young University where meetings were set to look at collaboration 
opportunities! 

• Wes Hobbs, from Davis Tech Composites Pathways reached out to Dr. George, Brigham 
Young University for information on new composite injection processes. 

• Ansys has reached out to Dr. Crane about potential Advanced Manufacturing 
applications. 

• Evolve Additive Solutions has reached out to Dr. Whitmore, Utah State University, for 
application development of his research with some of their new manufacturing 
technology. 

• Rick Neff, Director of Additive Manufacturing has a customer interested in helping 
commercialize some of the technologies. 

• Northrup Grumman showed the presentations to their engineering department. 

Additionally, the researchers were part of a focus group for CONNEX to help develop a better 
understanding of how to make the platform useful and maintainable for research and industry 
connections. As a result, 10 research opportunities were input into CONNEX which will allow 
industry, funding agencies and other researchers to contact them about these items. 

Manufacturing Modernization Grant Program (MMGP) 

The MMGP was authorized by the Utah legislature in early 2022 and is administered by the 
Governor’s Office of Economic Development (Go Utah). The program consists of a $10,000,000 
fund that encourages corporate projects in Utah that “modernize, establish, relocate, retain, or 
develop manufacturing in the state.” The stated goal is to “modernize Utah companies’ 
manufacturing, increase supply chain resilience, and lessen American dependence on foreign 
manufacturing.” UAMMI’s work under UDMC on reshoring contributed to the development of 
the legislation and Go Utah’s elaboration of the grant program. While Go Utah’s application 
requirements were extremely limited, it has stated that some of its preferences are for firms that: 

• Have fewer than 250 full-time employees 
• Provide a higher cost share of the project 
• Have projects aligned with a Utah targeted industry 

Go Utah has not stated what the maximum amount of a single grant award will be but has 
indicated it would like the program to cover a broad range of projects. 
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The funding opportunity opened on June 1 and applications were due on June 30. UAMMI was 
asked by Utah to use its outreach capabilities to promote awareness of the grant opportunity 
among cluster members and others. UAMMI assisted a large number of firms with general 
program questions and critical review of draft applications. This could result in significant 
capital flowing to our cluster members.  

Workforce Initiative 

Our small business cluster members continue facing a major challenge finding people to employ. 
This problem continues to plague businesses of all size and is one of the most significant 
challenges facing our cluster. Our team continues placing high emphasis on helping alleviate this 
problem.  

The machining apprenticeship continues to gain momentum. We continued meeting with 
industry partners to build a TRAC based Swiss model youth apprenticeship. Our small business 
Cluster Members (Power Clean, JD Machine works, Parker Hannifin, Lean Works, Paramount 
Machine Works, US synthetic, and CyberJet) meet on a biweekly basis. These meetings included 
our associated industry partners from the Utah Manufacturing Association, and Talent Ready 
Utah. At these meetings we discussed the work processes that will be included in the 
apprenticeship. The apprenticeship itself, will be roughly 700 hours in length and be 
approximately spanning two years in duration. The target apprentices will be high school 
students in there junior and senior year.  

The following list represents a timeline of key activities on our workforce initiative:  

April 1, 2022 

Meeting at the Utah Manufacturing Association (UMA) with Talent Ready Utah (TRU), 
UAMMI, and key cluster members (Matt Wardle from JD Machine Works, Brad Robsen from 
Clean Machine, and TJ Marshall from Parker-Hannifin). Members of the group gathered for the 
purpose of discussing details of the TRAC machining apprenticeship and gathering educational 
partners from the public-school districts and the Technical College system. The skills of the 
apprenticeship were to be taken back to industry to make sure that they align with the skills 
needed to be effective on the job. 

April 11, 2022 

Meeting with UMA, TRU, and UAMMI to discuss the educational partners and the new Utah 
System of Higher Education new alignment to bring all technical colleges into teach the same 
curriculum. The purpose of the new alignment is to make sure transfer of skills and credits would 
be a smoother process. For the apprenticeship, it would be helpful to have a more cohesive 
experience for the students participating in the program. 
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April 18, 2022 

Meeting with Weber School District to discuss what the machining apprenticeship would look 
like to their student population and how they would be able to integrate into the program. We 
proposed possible partnerships with local machining companies. Small business cluster member 
JD Machine Works is the top candidate for the primary partner for the area. 

April 22, 2022 

Meeting with Davis Technical College to discuss their role in the apprenticeship. We discussed 
their concerns of the program not being long enough and for the apprenticeship not getting to the 
CNC portion soon enough. CNC would be the major focus for the education and hands on 
portion of the program.  

April 25, 2022 

Meeting with Davis School District to discuss what the machining apprenticeship would look 
like to their student population and how they would be able to integrate into the program. 
Purposed possible partnerships with local cluster members, Janicki and JD Machine Works. 

April 26, 2022 

Meeting with Jordan School District to discuss what the machining apprenticeship would look 
like to their student population and how they would be able to integrate into the program. We 
purposed possible partnerships with local machining companies. Clean Machine would be the 
primary partner for the area. 

May 2, 2022 

Meeting prep with TRU, UMA, and UAMMI for the meeting with all school districts, technical 
colleges, and industry partners. 

May 4, 2022 

The meeting was held at Davis Technical College. The purpose was to have all industry partners, 
school districts, and technical colleges in the same room to discuss the details of the proposed 
apprenticeship. 

Those in attendance representing industry were cluster members Clean Machine, JD Machine 
Works, Northrop-Grumman, US Synthetic, Parker-Hannifin, Paramount Machine Works, 
Janicke, Cyberjet, ram, and 3rd Gen Machine Works. The school districts were represented by 
Ogden, Weber, Davis, Salt Lake City, granite, Alpine, and Jordan school districts. The technical 
colleges were represented by Ogden-Weber Tech, Davis Tech, Salt Lake Community College, 
and Mountainland Tech. 
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The presentation consisted of discussion about the Swiss hybrid model of apprenticeship that has 
been implemented by TRU and Stadler Rail. The apprenticeship consists of a 600-700 our 
competency-based education taught concurrently at the high school and the Technical College. 
Students would be recruited to start their senior year with a target graduation in approximately 
two years. Students would attend one day at high school and the next day at the industry partner. 
This model allows for close alignment with industry by receiving hands on experience that is 
coordinated with classroom instruction. Students would be able to start the program in the fall 
and be earning money while they worked in industry. Students then could complete their 
apprenticeship at the end of the 700-hour program or continue to pursue more education and 
training. There would be multiple exit points for the students, meaning that the student would be 
in control of how far they took their education. They could get an associate in applied science, a 
bachelor’s degree, or beyond. We believe that this model allows students to become better 
professionals. An engineer that has experience in operating and running the machines that they 
are designing parts for later in their careers will make better engineers because of their 
understanding of frontline work. 

All intendance we're in agreement with the model of instruction. The issues facing the success of 
this model our recruitment of the right students, the alignment of the technical colleges, and the 
economy. Industry is in a position of facing large worker shortages because of the high skill 
needed to operate the machinery correctly. It is estimated by industry that there are 
approximately 300-500 open machining positions along the Wasatch front today. This number 
does not account for the demand of the larger industry partners such as Northrop-Grumman and 
Parker-Hannifin. It is believed by those partners that they alone need another 300-500 positions. 
Hill Air Force Base has not been factored into these estimates at this time. 

May 10, 2022 

We Met with Davis Technical College to discuss their understanding of the apprenticeship. We 
provided clarification on their role in developing the curriculum and their capacity to take on 
apprentices in their current programs. We also probed for their feedback on the likes and dislikes 
of the proposed apprenticeship. 

May 19, 2022 

UAMMI Met with Brad Robeson (the owner of clean machine), Jordan school district, and West 
Jordan school district. The school districts wanted to visit and understand more about the 
machining industry and what their students would be doing in the industry. Brad was gracious 
enough to host and to give a very detailed tour of his facility. We were also able to meet with a 
young CNC operator who is currently studying to become an engineer at Brigham Young 
university. He was able to discuss how his classroom time intertwined with his time on the floor. 
His understanding of the process is NCNC have allowed him to excel in his studies at BYU. The 
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school districts we were very pleased with what they saw and what they learned and our look 
looking forward to participating in the apprenticeship. 

May 25, 2022 

Meeting held at the Utah systems of higher education offices. The Technical College faculty 
along with the CTE coordinators from the school districts were in attendance. The purpose of the 
meeting was to address any concerns that faculty might have regarding the curriculum proposed 
by industry. USHE is Currently working on getting more synchronization from one Technical 
College. Industry representatives provided numbers on how many apprentices they could handle 
at each facility. It was proposed that we target a cohort of approximately 15 apprentices to start 
fall 2022. 

June 3, 2022 

Meeting held with congressman Burgess Owens at his office in Salt Lake City. Those in 
attendance included UAMMI, UMA, TRU, JD Machine Works, and Clean Machine. The 
purpose of the meeting was to bring to the attention of the congressman the need for support for 
the apprenticeship model being used in this program. Congressman Owens agreed there was a 
need for additional support at the federal level. He asked that we look deeper into actionable 
items that he might be able to help support us in the future. 

RAMP 

Extended RAMP 2022 Alumni Mentoring  

• Over the month of April, we continued providing advisory and mentoring services to the 
two business teams selected to participate in the RAMP Alumni from the RAMP 2021 
Fall cohort.  

• Mentoring included an additional eight sessions of individual mentoring provided by our 
RAMP Master Mentors. Overall, some 50 hours of mentoring was provided to the alumni 
businesses.  

• Conducted on-line, the agenda for the sessions was determined by the individual business 
teams and designed to address each business most important short-term priorities.  

• Mentors were able to provide in depth insight and advice on critical issues confronting 
each business. Mentors were also able to follow up each week and help monitor the 
team’s success and achievements.  

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts 
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Specific Achievements- RAMP 2022 Alumni Member – RV Defender 

• RV Defender’s innovative product for the high-end travel trailer market protects trailers 
from the extensive damage resulting from a tire blow out saving customers thousands of 
dollars in trailer repairs.  

• RAMP mentors continued to assist in the design of a streamlined and effective product 
testing process to ensure product quality from the manufacturing partner.  

• RAMP mentors helped refining the design of the final product based on evaluation of 
design alternatives. This included design changes for a 5th wheel trailer model positioning 
the product for that market segment.  

• RAMP mentors continued to advise on the overseas production opportunities in both 
Mexico and Asia and assisted in review of proposed business arrangement.  

• RAMP mentors directly assisted RV Defender in refining their presentation and pitch to 
prospective strategic partnerships and key industry leaders.  

Specific Achievements- RAMP 2022 Alumni Member – Püretrek  

• Püretrek is launching an 
innovative trekking 
pole with a built-in 
water purifier. The 
company has received 
significant publicity of 
the product in the 
outdoor recreation 
sector resulting in 
increasing demand for 
the product.  

• RAMP mentors 
continued to provide 
critical advice and 
assistance in working through Asian supply chain issues and the delays in receiving 
products from China suppliers.  

• RAMP mentors assisted Püretrek in working with institutional investors considering 
investing in the company.  

• RAMP mentors helped Pürtrek prepare to pitch at the Governor’s One Summit Pitch 
Competition held May 10th. Pürtrek was selected as one of the finalists in the event and 
received significant exposure and publicity to the hundreds of attendees at the event.  

• As the result of introductions made by UAMMI, Pürtrek was invited by Utah’s World 
Trade Center to apply for an international trade show grant. Pürtrek was awarded the 

Figure 9: RV-DE-FENDER 
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grant and with the assistance of RAMP mentors, designed effective trade show and 
marketing materials in preparation to participate in the international ISOP outdoor 
products trade show held in Europe.  

• ISOP hosts thousands of new outdoor products to this global industry. Their team of 
experts evaluates all the innovators and awards the ISPO award to a select few. After 
careful review and evaluation, Pürtrek was selected to receive the ISPO award for new 
product innovation and was highlighted in the tradeshow magazine and publicity. This 
award and the resulting publicity are helping Pürtrek arrange with European launch 
partners. 

 

Leveraged RAMP Materials, Mentors and Experience in Partnership with Weber State 
University’s Innovation Initiative:  

• In the spirit of expanding and strengthening the overall entrepreneurial and innovation 
ecosystem in Utah, RAMP helped support Weber State University’s Innovators initiative.  

• Leveraging the RAMP format, materials, and master mentors, our RAMP team co- 
hosted with Weber State University a Spring cohort of RAMP.  

• This cohort consisted of four companies that were carefully reviewed and selected to 
participate. The cohort members included:  

o Bonneville Boatworks- producing a mid-range electric power boat 

Figure 10: ISPO Award Magazine 
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o Flip Flop- producing a patent pending action sport flip flops with a unique design 
enabling the wearer to switch straps.  

o MagTrax- building on its past success in managing a 3D printer farm to produce 
custom crafted marble run games, Magtrax is expanding this capability to new 
markets.  

o Pickle Ball Paddle- producing a customized paddle for the expanding sport of 
Pickle ball utilizing advanced materials for better ball control and durability.  

• Through the months of April and May 2022, the cohort teams participated in three 
intensive, weekly, one-hour mentoring and instructional sessions with the six RAMP 
Master Mentors. Teams were instructed in the Lean Canvas method for accelerating 
innovation, with deep dive discussions on selected topics presented by invited guest 
presenters.  

• 150 hours of combined cohort assistance were provided to all the teams in the cohort. 
sessions. An additional 80 hours of customized personal mentoring was provided to 
individual cohort members to address issues pertinent to the individual teams.  

• Each team interviewed prospective customers to gain insight into customer problems, 
determined problem-solution fit and finalized their minimum viable product and business 
model.  

• Topical experts presented over 20 hours of instruction and training on critical topics 
including:  

o general legal business issues 
o obtaining patents, trademark and innovation protection 
o working with offshore manufacturers in China and other global regions 
o fund raising and accessing new and innovative funding sources  
o sales and distribution through effective channel partners 

• Prototyping assistance was also provided to RAMP teams utilizing 3D printing 
technologies and composite layup.  

• RAMP concluded with the teams presenting their final business pitch to a group of 
experienced investors and senior funding managers. 

CONNEX  

CONNEX was launched by UAMMI in 2019 and is 
populated continuously. This custom database tracks the 
complex Utah composites supply chain and identifies 
specific gaps and areas of opportunity for new business 
and new business services within the cluster. CONNEX 
serves as a virtual collaboration center where business 
needs are matched with new Utah business partners, 

Figure 11: Connex Marketplace 
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regardless of geographic location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply 
chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more 
significant considering the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster. CONNEX has now 
expanded nationally and has rebranded to CONNEX Marketplace. 

CONNEX Cluster Member Outreach  

During the second quarter of 2022, UAMMI added new organizations to the CONNEX platform 
and new users were. This is a great indicator of organizations expanding their use of the 
platform. As CONNEX continues to evolve its capabilities, the demand for user access grows as 
well. This is an incredible tool for our Cluster Members and key in their networking and supply 
chain engagement. 

CONNEX Upgrades  

i5 Services, the developer of CONNEX, launched the much-awaited CONNEX Marketplace 
(CM) platform, which brought all prior instances of CONNEX (by state) and the national 
Manufacturers Marketplace to one location and one database. Besides creating an environment 
where the manufacturing community in Utah and throughout the United States can more fully 
thrive, the underlying technology was built from the ground up resulting in infrastructure that 
will sustain any level of growth that the system may experience. 

Research and Development 

The R&D ecosystem created in CONNEX Utah was ported over to CM along with migrating all 
the Research organizational data and their associated research project information. i5 Services is 
now entering the phase through December 2022 for adjustments based on live data entry. In 
addition to all that was mentioned above, several enhancements were implemented. These 
include: 

• Having both an organizational and researcher view of the Research community. 
o Added Researcher's personal website for research 
o Added ability for Researchers to add areas of interest 

• New features to identify collaborators on research projects. 
• New ability to attach documents/papers to research projects. 
• A clearer distinction of research organizations and other organization types (i.e. 

manufacturers) in the master search results. 
• Ability to search specifically on the researchers’ names, research project titles, locations, 

and collaborators. 
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• Introduction of R&D related Exchange Center postings. This enables the R&D 
community to connect with the manufacturing community with proposed joint ventures, 
and vice versa. 

Additive Manufacturing: 

• All prior enhancements implemented in CONNEX Utah prior to the launch of CM were 
ported over to CM. These primarily centered around the addition of A.M. type of materials 
in manufacturers’ profiles. 

• With the launch of CM, a new feature enabling manufacturers to select their primary SIC 
was added. This was an identified need that came out of prior A.M. Working Group 
meetings. 

• America Makes is working with CONNEX to edit meta fields to best represent additive 
manufacturing. 

Workforce: 

• A workforce module was implemented on the CONNEX Utah platform more than a year 
ago. 

• i5 Services and UAMMI meet most recently on Fri June 3, 2022 to sync up recent and 
near future updates to the Workforce module in CM. 

• This module is currently being ported over to the new CM platform with an anticipated 
early Aug 2022 launch. 

• All data built in the CONNEX Utah platform by Workforce participants will be ported 
over to CM to ensure a seamless transition. 

o In August, stakeholders in Utah’s workforce community will have the ability to 
update or add information about their programs. 

Working user group meetings have been conducted this year and will continue to be scheduled 
and held throughout the year. 
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Q2 2022 was an incredible quarter for the organization as UAMMI gained a new Marketing and 
Community Outreach Director, KC Sanders, and promoted Melissa Larsen as Deputy Director of 
Marketing and Community Outreach. The quarter was also noteworthy for the newly formed 
execution of UAMMI’s digital marketing efforts on social media, including growing that channel 
from 369 connections to 4,155 an increase of 1,026%.  

UAMMI had meaningful growth this quarter in the marketing and guest service programs for the 
SBA-RIC cohort, and significant economic and DEI reports were shared with the entire UAMMI 
Cluster Member database via email and through social channels.  

 The following report offers details about the marketing efforts and associated responses to those 
activities which have positively impacted the advanced materials and advanced manufacturing 
cohort, policymakers overseeing programs associated with the cohort, and community partners 
who have worked with UAMMI to enhance the industry over the last three months.  

Email 

UAMMI successfully executed its goal email cadence while remaining dedicated to a focused 
narrative on engaging, action-oriented articles. Each newsletter and mid-month newsletter were 
sent on time and delivered to a group of 3,500 contacts. Through the efforts of the marketing and 
business development teams, UAMMI’s list continues to grow each month.  

All corporate communication emails are sent to the full list of UAMMI cohort contacts which 
has grown by over 1900 contacts to 3,500+ total contacts. An increase of 119%. 

Monthly Newsletters 

In the following text, we provide recaps of some of the text and notices included in our 
newsletter. We hope this helps illustrate, the effort we take engaging our cluster and marketing 
our key events.  

Outreach and Marketing 
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April Newsletter 

Our April Newsletter focused on recapping previous 
events and distributing information regarding 
upcoming events. This communication helps engage 
our cluster and keep them actively planning for our 
events. Please note the following examples of items 
from our newsletter:  

CROSSTALK 2022 – Recap Video: Our goal for 
CrossTalk was to bring together top minds in both 
the aerospace and advanced materials industries and 
to connect small manufacturing businesses to 
actionable opportunities. As shown in our last 
quarterly report, Crosstalk was a major success. Our 
Recap Video helped illustrate that success and is a 
valuable tool to promote future Crosstalk attendance. 

UAMMI is proud to be part of the Utah EDA 
America Rescue Plan Build Back Better Proposal: Governor Cox congratulated the Utah 
coalition, which submitted a proposal under the EDA America Rescue Plan Build Back Better 
grant programs. The Utah proposal is known as Utah Rural Energy Diversification and 
Innovation (U-REDI). U-REDI was led by the Utah Office of Energy Development and includes 
8 programs focused on Utah’s coal communities. The national and global transition away from 
fossil fuels as an energy source creates a two-fold economic challenge for Utah, notably Utah’s 
rural coal-dependent communities. Foremost, is the economic contraction and ripple effect 
resulting from the loss of jobs in the coal mining and coal-fired power industries. 

Welcome KC Sanders: Marketing and Community Outreach Director KC Sanders brings his 
passion and expertise as the new Marketing and Community Outreach Director to the UAMMI 
team. His love of communication extends into everything he does. 

KC’s experience and clients include Weber State University, The Walt Disney Company, 
Universal Studios, DreamWorks Animation, Nasa, United States Olympics, FedEx, and more.  

Born and raised in Ogden, Utah, KC has a love for traveling and exploring new adventures with 
his family.  

UDMC Utah University Defense Manufacturing Research: Symposium on Wednesday, April 
20, 9 am – 12:30 pm MT via ZOOM. Last year we heard from the defense community as to the 
research needs to support defense manufacturing. This year, from Utah’s research community. 

Figure 12: UAMMI Newsletter 
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Each research program will present capabilities and the research being conducted to support 
defense manufacturing. 

IACMI SUMMER 2022 MEMBERS MEETING - June 28-30, 2022, Salt Lake City, Utah: 
The June meeting will connect industry leaders from major OEMs, and small to medium-sized 
companies, national laboratories, government agencies, and academic institutions involved in the 
Composites industry.  

Utah Manufacturing Modernization Grant Program: In the 2022 legislative session, the State 
of Utah passed the Manufacturing Modernization Grant Program (MMGP) which establishes a $ 
10 million grant pool to be administered by the Governor’s Office of Economic Opportunity (Go 
Utah). The legislation and associated funds constitute the new Reshoring Utah Initiative that 
brings back and establishes critical supply chain manufacturing in Utah. 

May Newsletter 

Our may newsletter updated our cluster on key developments in the ongoing growth at UAMMI. 
This includes the Price office opening described earlier in this report.  

UAMMI Price Office: As part of the Utah EDA American Rescue Plan ACT (ARPA) Build 
Back Better program, UAMMI was invited to create a presence in Price. UAMMI will use the 
Price office for outreach to manufacturers in eastern and southeastern Utah and plans to offer 
monthly workshops to introduce manufacturers in the regions to opportunities to grow their 
business, find and retain workers, and learn about new technologies. 

UAMMI & World Trade Center Utah Grant Webinar: World Trade Center has a $1 million 
from SBA to support State Trade Expansion Program (STEP), which are grants for companies to 
export and attend international meetings. We will also discuss other grants, such as the CIBER 
program to support trade shows and trade missions. You will hear from SBA, World Trade 
Center, and companies that have used these programs to expand exports. In addition, you will 
learn about the Rural Business Development Grant program where companies in rural Utah can 
get support. 

June Newsletter 

Our June newsletter gave our cluster special insight into both key upcoming events 
developments in the tools provided to our cluster. As significant updates to CONNEX rolled out, 
we took special note of that program in our newsletter.  
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Think Like a CEO: At the event, we heard 
from Dr. Tulinda Larsen (Executive Director, 
UAMMI), Sarah Lehman (CEO, Zartico), and 
Mandy Rogers (DevStar Systems Engineer 
Director, Northrop Grumman). Northrop 
Grumman, Hyperquake, UAMMI, Women 
Tech Council, and Silicon Slopes Aerospace 
and Defense Chapter. There were over 120 
attendees. 

Why create a FREE CONNEX UTAH 
Account: CONNEX UTAH is a powerful new 
free online database tool developed by the UTAH-MEP Alliance in partnership with the Utah 
State Legislature. The tool allows manufacturers to connect with each other, increase business 
opportunities and be more easily discovered as suppliers. Additionally, firms can find alternate 
suppliers, explore production capabilities, and view their own supply chain visually. 

CONNEX UTAH has the 
capability to highlight all a 
company’s assets, 
certifications, equipment, 
material types and other 
relevant industry information 
to help other manufacturers 
find them. It allows 
manufacturers to view and 
post requests for proposals 
(RFPs) and requests for 
surplus materials or 
equipment, as well as other 
unique needs posted by 
members to the platform. 

  

Figure 14: connex UTAH 

Figure 13: Think Like a CEO 

https://utah-mep.org/connex-utah/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9aDo1UEMheWkek0Rn_4V756LtL7otYS9uUuxIi5lEsUte2JFXFOHoxuaVopu9faNIHdFRO
https://utah-mep.org/connex-utah/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9aDo1UEMheWkek0Rn_4V756LtL7otYS9uUuxIi5lEsUte2JFXFOHoxuaVopu9faNIHdFRO
https://utah-mep.org/connex-utah/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9aDo1UEMheWkek0Rn_4V756LtL7otYS9uUuxIi5lEsUte2JFXFOHoxuaVopu9faNIHdFRO
https://utah-mep.org/connex-utah/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9aDo1UEMheWkek0Rn_4V756LtL7otYS9uUuxIi5lEsUte2JFXFOHoxuaVopu9faNIHdFRO
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Utah Governor's Office of Economic Opportunity: The latest Business Elevated podcast 
episode features 
conversations on 3 grant 
programs for Utah's 
manufacturers. First, Lance 
Soffe, Go Utah’s Targeted 
Industries director, provides 
details on the Manufacturing 
Modernization Grant 
Program (applications are 
due June 30), next Tulinda 
Larsen, the executive director 
of UAMMI, followed 
Winthrop Jeanfreau, 
executive director of 
iMpactUtah providing 
information on Grants for Automation equipment, and podcast host Pete Codella, Go Utah’s 
communications director, providing valuable information about Go Utah’s newly-formed State 
Small Business Credit Initiative SSBCI.  

Girl’s welding camp held at Davis 
Technical College: Davis Technical 
College in Kaysville held a girl's 
welding camp for all those interested 
in the trade. Under the UDMC grant, 
Utah is sponsoring programs to 
introduce Women & Girls to 
manufacturing, which supports the 
workforce of the future for the 
defense industrial base. This is 
UAMMI's 3rd introduction to 
welding for girls. 

 

UAMMI hosted event: IACMI 
Summer 2022 Members Meeting: Impressive Speakers, Networking, and Beautiful Views - 
The Members Meeting is just around the corner. Be sure to register using the UAMMI discount! 
Select UAMMI Member on the registration form. 

Figure 15: Utah’s Manufacturing Industry Podcast 

Figure 16: Girls Welding Camp 
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The agenda includes Diana Bauer, Acting Deputy Director of the Advanced Manufacturing 
Office, US Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Adele 
Ratcliff, Director, IBAS Program, U.S. Department of Defense, Industrial Base Analysis and 
Sustainment (IBAS) Program. Jeff Sloan, Editor-in-chief, Composites World. Zack Valdez, 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Lead, National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) Advanced Manufacturing National Program Office. Kori Ann Edwards, Managing 
Director of Operations for the Governor’s Office of Economic Opportunity (Go Utah). Marcy 
Offner, Marketing Communications Director, Composites One 

The agenda also features panels on IACMI Working Groups, Women in Composites and Small 
and Medium Enterprises. 

In addition to all the knowledge and industry insight you'll receive, there will be plenty of 
networking time. 

  

Figure 17: IACMI Presenters 
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UAMMI hosted event: AMCC 
Sustainable Manufacturing Briefing 

Mid-Month Email Blasts 

April Mid-Month 

UAMMI's Dr. Tulinda Larsen at Utah 
Valley University - Spring 2022 
Showcase: Investigate, Innovate & 
Implement: Every year, hundreds to 
thousands of UVU students engage in 
high-quality original research and 
creative work. In most cases these 
projects are only displayed at off-
campus conferences, so we never get 
to see the work here at UVU. THE 
SHOWCASE is an on-campus 
opportunity to display some of our 
student's best artistic performances, 
displays of visual arts, and poster 
presentations of original research and 
writings. THE SHOWCASE is co-
sponsored by the UVU Scholarly & 
Creative Undergraduate Learning 
Partnership Team (SCULPT) and the 
Office of Teaching and Learning (OTL).  

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Tulinda Larsen 

Manufacturing: Cool New Career Opportunities Dr. Tulinda Larsen is the Executive Director of 
the Utah Advanced Materials & Manufacturing Initiative, known as UAMMI. She has had a long 
career as a practicing economist in the aerospace industry and has been recognized as an 
advocate for introducing women & girls to technical careers. She earned her BA & MA in 
Economics from The George Washington University and her Doctorate of Management from the 
University of Maryland Global Campus. Dr. Larsen will share new career opportunities in 
advanced manufacturing. 

UAMMI announced: Please join the U.S. Small Business Administration Utah District Office, 
the Utah Small Business Development Center Network, the Women's Business Center of Utah, 
and Mountain America Credit Union as we celebrate and recognize the 2022 Small Businesses of 

Figure 18: AMCC Sustainable Manufacturing Briefing 
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the Year. This year Ryan Starks, 
Managing Director of Utah’s Business 
Services will be joining us to share a few 
remarks before celebrating our small 
business award winners. 

Daily Emails 

Emails were sent from the Executive 
Director and other UAMMI team 
members providing regular industry 
updates, business opportunities and 
events. Circulation to ‘All Contacts’ 
including over 3,500 contacts, local and 
national, with each email sent. Strategic 
member-based emails were sent to 150+ 
cluster members for each email sent.  

A full list of the corporate 
communication emails can be supplied 

upon request. 

Quarterly Legislative Update Emails 

UAMMI moved from a once quarterly legislative email to a bi-weekly email sent to media and 
government contacts to monitor the progress of the January legislative session and encourage 
legislators to support important bills sponsored or supported by UAMMI. During the legislative 
session, UAMMI presented to multiple committees including the Business, Economic 
Development, and Labor (BEDL) and rural caucus committees. This communication allows 
UAMMI to have a direct line of communication with policymakers to share UAMMI’s most 
important activities. This communication continues to result in responses that allow UAMMI to 
advance our mission and make programs a greater part of the overall economic policy for our 
State. Specific topics covered in the Q2 legislative updates include:  

• Major grants UAMMI has led or supported on behalf of our community including: 
• EDA America Rescue Plan Act Build Back Better grant for Utah’s Coal County, with 

Office of Energy Development 
• EDA STEM Talent Challenge Grant, new high-tech workforce program, with Utah State 

University 
• DOE Coal Ore Rare Earth – Critical Minerals (CORE-CM) to understand resources in 

Uintah Basin, with the University of Utah 

Figure 19: AMCC Sustainable Manufacturing Briefing UVU 
Scholarly & Creative Undergraduate Learning Partnership Team 
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• EDA Build to Scale grant to foster growth entrepreneurship through the Northern Utah 
Accelerator, with Weber State University 

• America Makes grants for 3D printing programs in Utah's disadvantaged High Schools 
• Small Business Administration Regional Innovation Cluster program for Utah’s small 

businesses in advanced manufacturing 
• DOD Utah Defense Manufacturing Community program, focused on the defense 

manufacturing workforce, with Go Utah 

UAMMI's Workforce Services Coordinator, Martin Moore, in partnership with UMA and Utah-
MEP Alliance, is working with Talent Ready Utah to develop workforce pipelines for Utah 
Manufacturing. Meetings have been ongoing to expand the already existing Talent Ready 
Apprenticeship Connection into businesses throughout Utah. Apprenticeship programs are a 
fantastic way to bridge education and industry. With talent acquisition so costly, and ineffective; 
forward-thinking companies are growing their own talent pipelines through modern youth 
apprenticeships. Apprenticeships are not a diversion from higher education - it's a rigorous 
education option that combines theoretical learning with practical learning that focuses on 
education and career objectives. 

Website 

• Updated and maintained page web page providing essential information on business 
support resources, Executive Director messages, press releases, and articles 

• Added all events and training applicable to the industry cluster 
• Added new posts to support events, whitepaper, press release, and workforce highlights  

Social Media promotion (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook) 

UAMMI has selected to focus social media efforts on the 
channel where the largest and most engaged audience 
exists – LinkedIn – giving UAMMI the best opportunity to 
connect and grow the cohort. Other channels including 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube will continue to be used 
to engage with our audience in ways that are aligned with 
the specific platforms.  

• LinkedIn - 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/uammi 
o 369 connections to 4,155 an increase of 

1,026%.  
o 56.2K Post impressions Figure 20: UAMMI Post on Wumgo 

https://www.uammi.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Utah-MEP-Finding-Good-Job-Candidates-Flyer-FINAL.pdf?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--qlRyml5xOyHvnprWgkdPYwSrUPalpnkgdklZjMry6vBobvHKOiZ2f8Sz-k_n2Vs58VpRh
https://www.uammi.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Utah-MEP-Finding-Good-Job-Candidates-Flyer-FINAL.pdf?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--qlRyml5xOyHvnprWgkdPYwSrUPalpnkgdklZjMry6vBobvHKOiZ2f8Sz-k_n2Vs58VpRh
https://www.linkedin.com/company/uammi
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o 2,913 Interactions 
o 1,354 Clicks 

• Overall reach, engagement, and followers have increased 
across all owned channels  

• New program UAMMI Cluster Member Spotlights 
o WUMGO 60 Interactions, 1,360 Impressions 

• UAMMI SBA Cluster Member KLŌS Guitar Social 
Media Giveaway 2022 

• Dates: 5.13.22 - 6.03.22  
• Event URL: UAMMI - Utah Advanced Materials Initiative 

Events | Eventbrite 
• Goal: 250 registered names 
• Actual: 483 Entries  
• 4,931 impressions 
• UAMMI Cluster Member Winner - SBA  

Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations to target our support 
to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI RIC team 
continue to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster.  

Individual Engagements 

During the first quarter, our team continued their direct onsite engagement with small business 
members of our manufacturing community. These efforts are highly valuable for our supply 
chain. As companies face challenges, we are a resource available to help them navigate through 
those events. 

During the latest quarter, individual Cluster Member engagement includes a combination of 
introductory, discovery, problem-solving, consulting, and training. While the following are only 
a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the UAMMI team, we believe that 
illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. If you would like additional 
information on the following activities, we are ready and willing to expand on the info included 
here. 

Blue Sky Energy & Vortechs 

UAMMI has been working with both recycling companies as discussed in the last quarterly 
report. Both companies use a similar process, pyrolysis, to convert coal and other carbon-rich 
materials into gases, oils, and solid carbon char. Each of these components is sold for 

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance 

Figure 21: UAMMI Giveaway 
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considerably more money than the coal would be worth as a fuel. Of course, using coal as a 
source for chemicals is much better for the environment than burning the coal to make 
electricity. Coal is too valuable to burn.  

Because the companies will be competitors when the plants they are developing are built, 
UAMMI thought that combining the companies into a joint venture or some similar business 
arrangement might be a method of linking the marketing and financial strength of Blue Sky 
Energy with the technical capability and experience of Vortechs. The CEOs of the two 
companies met with UAMMI and discussed this possibility. The companies did not know of 
each other until UAMMI made the introduction. Several business options were discussed, and 
some plans made for Vortechs to perform some experiments to demonstrate their technology. 
Meanwhile, Blue Sky Energy will continue to pursue their plan to build a plant based on the 
technology that they have independently acquired. Both companies were very optimistic and saw 
the combined effort as a strong positive. 

Combustion Resources  

This small business has developed an environmentally friendly process (called Ekocoke) for 
making metallurgical coke and the company is currently seeking funding to build a full-scale 
manufacturing plant in Carbon County, Utah. (A disadvantaged area of Utah that suffers from 
high unemployment due to shutting down of coal mines.) Letters of Intent to purchase the coke 
output from the plant have been obtained from Bayer (to make fertilizer) and from Nucor (to 
make steel). A byproduct of the coke-making process is coal pitch and UAMMI, in conjunction 
with the University of Utah, has used that pitch to make carbon fiber, as has been previously 
reported. UAMMI has assisted Combustion Resources in preparing a proposal to the State of 
Utah to assist in upgrading their current equipment to be able to make a pilot plant that will 
demonstrate this process. 

The high carbon content and aromatic nature of the pitch suggested to the UAMMI chief 
scientist that the pitch would be a good material to use as the matrix covering carbon fiber in 
making carbon-carbon composite. Carbon-carbon composite is a material used by Northrop 
Grumman to make rocket exhaust nozzles and nosecones as well as other parts requiring the high 
temperature capabilities provided by carbon-carbon composites, including several parts for the 
new Sentinel (GBSD) program. Therefore, the chief scientist, the Combustion Resources CTO, 
and the CTO of Conductive Composites made a laboratory sample of carbon-carbon composite 
using the pitch from the Ekocoke process. They then met with key Northrop Grumman materials 
and carbon-carbon manufacturing people to discuss the possibility of using the Ekocoke pitch for 
the carbon-carbon matrix. The reception by Northrop Grumman was enthusiastic because they 
are suffering from a severe supply chain problem. The only domestic supplier of pitch is losing 
money and threatening to withdraw from the marketplace. Moreover, the transportation costs 
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from the suppler in Oklahoma to the Northrop Grumman manufacturing facility in Utah are a 
major portion of the pitch cost and could be saved if there were a Utah pitch supplier. The 
laboratory sample was given to Northrop Grumman along with a sample of the Ekocoke pitch to 
be tested for viability in the Northrop Grumman process. Optimism is high because pitch from 
coal is about twice as effective in making carbon-carbon composites as is the petroleum-based 
pitch that Northrop Grumman’s Texas supplier has been forced to sell in recent months. 
Preliminary testing was done, and the results are favorable. 

As a result of the testing, a search was made of SBIRs from the DOD for possible funding of a 
new coal pitch resin source. An SBIR exactly matching this need was found and a proposal 
created by Combustion Resources with assistance from Northrop Grumman and UAMMI. It has 
now been submitted. 

Patel Empire 

Over the past 6 years the Patel family-owned business has purchased approximately 5,000 acres 
of land in Eastern Utah. There are about 80 oil wells on the property, but most are non-
producing. Otherwise, the land is vacant and is used only as pasture for cattle. It is about 20 
miles from the nearest town. The family’s plan is to develop the land for manufacturing, and they 
have asked UAMMI to assist them in identifying industries and, if possible, specific companies 
that would like to build a plant on their land. To facilitate this potential growth, the family has 
secured rights to pipeline water, electricity, and the right-of-way and permission to build a short 
haul rail line and roads into the property. UAMMI was asked to review the possibilities of 
companies moving to the site with a county commissioner and a lawyer from the area. They 
supported the Patel effort and appreciated the help of UAMMI. 

Some of the companies that UAMMI suggested mold makers for the plastics industry, energy 
creation companies, waste disposal operations, and companies located in other states that are 
having problems meeting restrictions imposed by the states. These restrictions are based on 
safety, emissions, and general costs of production. Eastern Utah is desolate and not costly. Patel 
Empire also inquired about government programs to assist them in bringing companies and 
securing the capital needed for the infrastructure. Several recommendations were made. The 
CEO then asked Dr. Strong, chief scientist of UAMMI, to serve on the advisory board of the 
company (unpaid). 

Sno-Go 

This company has made a major strategic decision to 
bring their manufacturing from China to the US. All the 
parts except one will be made in Utah, many with 
companies in the UAMMI cluster or known to UAMMI. Assembly will be done in-house. Sno-

Figure 22: Sno-Go Logo 
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Go is also reverting to an all-metal construction to avoid the disastrous experience they had when 
critical parts were changed to plastic, but with faulty design and poor manufacturing (in China). 
These changes have also contributed to the decision to move the headquarters of the company to 
a new location—14913 South Concorde Park Drive, #1, Riverton, UT 84065. 

As part of the new design and manufacturing processes, finite element analysis (FEA) will be 
conducted on the new part designs to verify their strength under the loads expected in actual use. 
UAMMI gave the company several referrals to experienced FEA analysts. Although the next 
immediate products will be all metal, future products may contain some plastic and/or composite 
parts. UAMMI advised that the molds used for the failed product be retrieved and, as necessary 
to meet the new designs, reworked at mold makers in Utah, some of whom are part of the 
UAMMI cluster. This move will save the substantial cost of buying new mold bases. 

To reshore the single remaining part not made in Utah, an automatic, robotic welder will have to 
be purchased. This welder has been requested as part of the company’s proposal to the state of 
Utah for manufacturing improvement. UAMMI will help in formulating the proposal. 

DPS Skis 

This cluster member manufacturer of high-performance 
skis is looking to convert their resin to a “greener” 
material, one that is not-petroleum based. That 
conversion will require mechanical testing to ensure that 
the new material meets the strength and stiffness 
requirements for the skis and may require other tests that 
are specific to green materials. The company contacted Jeff Kessler, the University of Utah 
testing manager within the Mechanical Engineering department to assist them in the testing. The 
U of U is an associate cluster member. While the university wants to support movements to 
become greener, no funds for such work exist. Jeff called UAMMI for help in securi ng the 
funds. We discussed the current manufacturing improvement grant and felt that if the test 
methods, especially any that are unique for the green requirement, would be made widely 
available to all Utah testing facilities, the grant might be applicable as doing the tests locally 
would be an advantage over going to Europe where green tests are more commonly performed. 
The test manager at Weber State University, Ian Harvey, will be invited to assist in the tests. We 
also discussed calling the Utah MEP and seeing if they had funds that might cover this testing. 

We met With Stu Gleason the new director of engineering to discuss new developments 
regarding the incorporation of bio resin from Entropy systems. DPS would like to push the eco-
friendly nomenclature into their future products for positive social media feedback. One item of 
interest that keys into UAMMI's focus on recycling carbon fiber is the goal to produce a low-cost 

Figure 23: DPS Skis Logo 
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ski using recycled fibers. I think this would be a great showcase of what can be done to extend 
the life of waste fibers. More on this item in the next meeting yet TBD.  

Stu also discussed management’s thinking on diversification into other products and markets to 
diversify and better utilize the manufacturing capability of the company especially during slower 
months in their off season. This includes looking at SBIR/STTR opportunities which might be a 
good fit considering Stu's DOD background. Uammi to send Stu info on how SBIR/STTRs work 
and how to access the programs. 

Lastly DPS had a CNC router that was down showing a function error and Stu asked us to take a 
look at (we have extensive experience on servo systems). After reviewing the machine problems 
firsthand, we traced the wiring and found that power wiring had been swapped between two X 
axis motors causing the erratic symptoms. the machine is now working properly. 

IsoTruss 

UAMMI was a co-sponsor of the IACMI members 
meeting that was held in Salt Lake City on June 28-30, 
2022. During the meeting, the subcommittee on wind 
energy gave a report on the status of wind energy 
installations. The committee also discussed some of the 
technical problems that the wind energy industry is facing and solicited help in improving wind 
turbine longevity, especially for installations located offshore (in the ocean). While there are 
many advantages to offshore installations, the high corrosion of the steel towers that support the 
turbine and the blades is a serious technical weakness that significantly reduces the life of the 
installations. This problem is particularly costly because of the difficulty of carrying heavy steel 
towers and installing them many miles offshore.  

UAMMI’s chief scientist realized that a company in the cluster, IsoTruss, makes towers of 
composite that would be lighter, easier to install, and would resist corrosion. Therefore, he 
introduced the IsoTruss technical people to the head of the wind energy committee (who is well-
acquainted with UAMMI through connections with the UAMMI chief scientist). After about an 
hour of technical discussions, the wind energy committee chair invited IsoTruss to submit a 
white paper discussing a technical project where the IsoTruss tower will be installed in an 
offshore installation and will be compared to a steel tower. Some accelerated laboratory 
corrosion tests and some force tests will also be performed to ensure that the IsoTruss tower will 
withstand the forces and to get an early reading on the corrosion. The chair of the wind energy 
committee believes that the project will be funded by IACMI from funds that are already 
allocated for this type of project. 

  

Figure 24: IsoTruss Logo 
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Conductive Composites 

Another problem discussed at the IACMI conference meeting on wind energy was the problem 
of lightning strikes. When a tower is struck by lightning, especially one that has significant 
carbon fiber content, the interior structure of the blade is often destroyed, and the blade must be 
replaced. The trend in the industry is to longer and more efficient blades and that requires a 
greater use of carbon fiber in the blades and, consequently, a greater tendency for the blades to 
fail if struck by lightning.  

The UAMMI chief scientist knows a company in the cluster that makes a special conductive 
paint that is used to make the surface of painted objects conductive. If coated onto the wind 
turbine blades, the paint would mitigate the effects of the lightning strikes and would prevent the 
subsequent destruction of the blade interior structure. After a discussion between the UAMMI 
chief scientist and the wind turbine subcommittee chair, it was agreed that the committee would 
accept and favorably consider a white paper from conductive composites for funding a research 
project to test the viability of the paint during lightning strikes.  

Kihomac 

Met with Alli Kunkle (Chief Eng and Jason Evans 
VP) for a very thorough tour of their facility and 
manufacturing capabilities. They make replacement 
parts on the Airforce A10 aircraft and other 
components supporting Hill field. A lot of their work 
is machined parts and assemblies including wiring 
harness production. They also make a carbon fiber 
medical C arm for GE which is essentially a curved, 
~6" square thin wall tube with an integral track used to move the emitter for precise X ray 
imaging and treatment around a patient’s body. The part is made using prepreg hand layup with 
an internal bladder. One issue they are having with this component is the process is slow with a 
lot of steps. This is concerning to them because their customer wants the next order of 500 units 
at a faster pace and at a lower cost. Alli said they are working up a detailed cost breakdown and 
asked if I could come back in a few weeks to review it and see if there might be other processes 
they could consider. after the meeting I send Alli links to curved beams being braided which 
might be a process they could consider.  

Kihomac is also developing a travel pod internally for eventual use by the Airforce and other 
overseas markets. It will be a generic pod made from carbon fiber that connects to the aircraft via 
a standard bomb rack. They want to use the same TCR material that the C beam is made of for 
this part, but the TCR material has no database. I recommended a NIAR material which has a 

Figure 25: Kihomac Logo 
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FAA approved B basis data base, but they were concerned on lead time to get the material and 
the cost. 

After the tour Alli and I met for technical discussions regarding their approach to structural 
analysis of the composite. Essentially, they do not have the finite element software to model the 
anisotropic behavior or predict strains and failure margins. Instead, they tested some laminate 
strengths (no lamina) and used a metals approach to the analysis. Unfortunately, we discussed 
the unorthodox nature of the approach and that a reviewing customer may not approve the 
results.  

To sum up, they need some brainstorming on cost cutting, alternate manufacturing methods and 
possibly more discussions regarding analysis and testing. 

i5, developer of UAMMI 

UAMMI is supporting local company i5 in pitching their revolutionary online supply chain tool, 
CONNEX, to the Air Force’s 414 Supply Chain Management Squadron for an AFWERX-
funding Direct-to-Phase II Small Business Innovation Research opportunity consideration. If 
approved, i5 will develop Air Force-specific supply chain tools to identify supplier health and 
risk factors. These tools will enable Air Force’s supply chain managers to identify new viable 
suppliers and provide proactive supply chain sustainment for legacy weapon systems such as the 
Minuteman III Intercontinental Ballistic Missile. 

The above information is not all-inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity 
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during 
the final quarter of 2021. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution 
activities, the excellent event preparation, growth, use of our strategic tools, and the individual 
company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides 
as we support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership. 
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